PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Hello! In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Colossus from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game.

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black followed with some zenithal highlights applied
from above:

I’m going to begin using some Yellow Ochre to provide the base colour for the yellow parts
of the outfit:

This will probably need to be applied in a couple of layers to achieve solid coverage:

For the red areas I’ve chosen to block in the main shadow to mid tones using Primary Red,
darkened with varying amounts of Purple, and a little Black:

I’m first placing some super-dark shadows
here on the left leg (basically using Purple
mixed with Black):

I’m then using the Primary Red (just slightly
darkened with the Purple and Black) to paint
the areas of mid tone and highlight, and I’m
doing a little wet blending as I go:

The lighter areas may need a second layer,
but we’ll be solidifying the highlights in a
while so I don’t mind some patchiness.

For the metal areas I’m mixing quite a dark
blue-ish grey using Black, White, and Prussian Blue:

I’m also using this for the inner parts of the
Sentinal’s arm:

For the Sentinal parts, I decided to have a little play around with some Dark Violet and some
Purple - desaturated with some Black, and I also sketched in a few preliminary highlights
with the addition of some Vanilla White:

I’m not too bothered about the coverage here as I’ll be going to town with plenty of highlights and additional colours in a while...

I’m also providing the base colour for the
ground using Graphite mixed with a little
Black:

I’m now providing a light dry brush (I’m using Tyrant Skull by GW but any pale beige/
Ivory tone would be fine):

I’m doing this now whilst it’s relatively easy
to make corrections with the surrounding
base tones...

And to tone the texture down a bit we
can apply some of the base grey tone but
thinned down:

Next I’m providing some black lining to the
outfit:

I’m now going to work on the yellow parts of
the top where I’m first adding some Purple
and a little Black to the Yellow Ochre base
tone:

I’m then using this to darken the shadowed
areas - notably here beneath the chest and
stomache muscles:

As well as the lower back:

I’m going really very dark for the most prominent shadows:

For the highlights I’m going to explore the following yellow tones: Naples Yellow, Intense Yellow, and Primary Yellow. I’ll also be using some White towards
the end of the process...

Here’s how they look on the palette: Notice that there’s not a big difference in
value between the Naples Yellow and the Intense Yellow, but their properies are
quite different...

First I’m going to highlight up from the base
tone to a broad mid tone of Naples Yellow:

This is now pure Naples Yellow, which has a lovely creamy texture and tone, with a pretty opaque finish which makes it great for bringing
up the values (brightness):

This already looks pretty nice if you’re not
after a super saturated yellow:

I’m now moving on to the Intense Yellow:

As the name suggests, this is quite a bit
more intense in terms of saturation, but also
quite a bit more translucent:

As we’re not really affecting the brightness
here we can apply this pretty thinly.

This is kind of a two-stage process: first we push up the levels (brightness) with the more
opaque Naples Yellow, then boost the saturation with the more translucent Intense Yellow.

Finally I’m moving on to the Primary Yellow
(here mixed into the Intense Yellow):

This again is somewhat translucent.

We’re now seeing a bit more volume in the
rounded chest area etc:

To achieve the brightest expression of the Primary Yellow I’m now marking out some of the
areas where I want the brightest highlights using pure White:

I’m then brushing the Primary Yellow on top:

I’m now just trying to go a little thinner with the yellow:

Moving on to the areas of red, I’m first highlighting up to pure Primary Red from the
slightly-darkened base tone:

This completes the yellow areas:

We can also refine some of the shadow to
mid-tone transitions if need be:

And here I’m just adding a bit of depth to
some of the smaller shadows:

For these wrist pieces I’m going to be aiming
for more of a non-metallic metal look, so will
be pushing the contrast quite hard:

I’m now adding small amounts of Naples
Yellow to the Primary Red to build up some
gentle highlights:

For the brighter highlights I sometimes like
to add some spots of white, then apply my
red highlight tone on top:

I’m going pretty bright for the highlights on
the wrists:

You can see I’ve placed sharply-contrasting
tones next to each other for the NMM areas:

I went back and forth a bit with the brightness elsewhere; in the end I didn’t go too
“specular” because I didn’t want the red suit
to compete with the NMM body...

Next I’m going to highlight the scraps of the
Sentinal - lightening the purples with Vanilla White, and I’ve also decided to play with
some blue tones in some of the mid tones...

You can see that I’m pushing highlights up
with the Vanilla White...

I’m working quite freely and fast here..

Then brushing some of the colours into the
mid tones:

Here I’m adding some blues:

I’m also adding a few scratches:

I’m now also starting on the arm...

Once again, I’m just building up some nice sketchy highlights, then brushing different blues/
purples on top:

I also decided to use some Magenta to get a
little more intensity:

Here I’m just adding Vanilla White to the
blueish/grey base tone of the inner parts:

Once again, I’m working fast and free - just
having fun!

Moving on to the metallic body, I’m going to
initially focus on the left leg. Here I’m first
marking out the main segments in black (but
not the smaller segments yet):

I’m then adding increasing amounts of Vanilla White to the base tone to place my highlights:

I’m not too concerned with achieve especially smooth blends, but I am taking care to vary
the intensity of the highlights - reserving my brightest for a few key areas.

For the brightest highlights I’m using a mix of White and Vanilla White, placed here just at
the top/front of the thigh:

I’ve decided I’d like some more insense
blues, so here I’m adding some Prussian
Blue to some of the mid tones:

Towards the end of the process I’ll add the
black lines between the individual segments
where necessary.

In some places I’ve also incorporated a little
red into the mid tones/highlights (such as
here on the back of the left leg) to show light
being caught from the surrounding outfit:

I’ve now dotted in some eyes, and blacked
out the surrounding area:

And I’m continuing with the highlights for
the rest of the body...

Once again you can see I’ve added a little red
to the strip of highlights on the top of the
thigh here:

I had to play around a bit to get the mouth/
teeth to look OK..

Here I’ve used a little of the Yellow Ochre to
place a small reflection at the base of the
head:

And here beneath the chin and cheekbone:

I also tweaked the eye placement a little:

I’m now adding a little extra debris to the
base:

And some urban scatter as usual:

And once I’ve painted the rim of the base in
a matte black, I like to add a nice edge highlight to the pavement:

And this completes Colossus!

Finally I’m painting the rocks...

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

PAINT LIST:
Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
Yellow Ochre (SC)
using Balor Brown:
Art Black (SC)
Purple (SC)
Primary Red (SC)
Art White (SC)
Prussian Blue (SC)
Dark Violet (SC)
Dark Ultramarine (SC)
Light Ultramarine (SC)
Naples Yellow (SC)
Intense Yellow (SC)
Primary Yellow (SC)
Magenta (SC)

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Thank you!
VMC = Vallejo Model Color, S = Schmincke, VMA - Vallejo Model Air, DR = Daler Rowney, SC = Scalecolor, SW = Secret Weapon

